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Sub-Item: 1980.0075.09911
Mr. Richard Hays, Junr.

Monterey
day 26

I have now before me the pleasure

of your favour of the 21st inst, Capt. Davis

under date of 27th March, the contents do not relate

relating to the intended alternative in the

present partnership in that head, because

you once some time since fell on to, and please stop for

I entertain a just sense of your kindness on the

latter part of your letter last received

by advancing my proposition which shall ever

We shall have for I hope you will still continue

to support my interests as long as my conduct

actions merit your notice. I shall be at your

friends that can be of service to me but if none

favorable to my friends so far as can be

except the omission of my own, soon enable

e to go on, Life especially. I beg leave to assure

you that I think shall not be so great an enemy

to myself as to neglect an opportunity of doing

ever when I have it in my power. You are the

person that first put me in a way to assist my

which shall be always kept in memory at all time

also acknowledges your paternal care and tender

regard for my welfare. I observe what you
mention respecting to St. Elmo's being indebted to you 57. 8 12s. of which shall only the 37 to the House in Kingston if they have received it if not paid shall do the necessary to receive it, dividend the same. To Bell's, blue shift on board the yard, four, four, of fine sugar which will amount to at least. Upon an Act of your trading Adventure, I had only give a plan but what came under my direction which you may be assured shall duly remind you for have not been in Kingston since I first came down here. Had seen Mr. Bell but once and came last to the Island. I write of the partnership for three months past. An old acquaintance favoured with his company, the ship, they will absolutely sail by the to their complete, London, which she is said to sail have shipped from hence the week previous of 5000 pounds produce to London and Bristol. A provision of the bread kind is extravagantly high. Flour 100. Bread 35x 34 loose 35, of the second price will continue for about two months to come in all part of the island are much in want of. Oatmeal by the long continuance of dry weather, the runs are now setting on which is an appvance.
right. Beef May 75.1 Common 50.1 Pork 60.1 Butter 12. The price will continue to the Northward. We have come in Sugar in advance. The price of 600. The Star of Galway. Since our friend N. Champion made his appearance in this Parish, he sailed six or three days after. We have received Sugar now from 260 to 320, from 240. Mostly 260. Logwood 27. The Star of the South you must have recourse, have heard of the shortness of the present corps. You may be assured that there will not be as much Sugar made next in this Islands as this by some Time and the Parish will have short upwards of 5000. And also Agred. Elizabeth Hanover great 99. of Plant Cane, being dead to this reason, for putting in a Spring Plant. Wilverall depended on a the lively sail so soon shall write fully by Her. I remain with my best wishes, for you and family health. That your relation saw you.

Dear Sir, Do not ever let the fulness of time that is darkly have occasion for all's ease. It is worse. You would be so kind to permit me draw your for short, not attempt drawing without some recollection. For the same soon after.

I am yours truly.

Anna Heyler.